A.) Part I: Grammar
There are 10 grammar questions in this part. Read the questions carefully and choose the best
option.
1. I went to the airport _____ to meet the guests, but they didn’t arrive.
A) to have expected
C) to expect

B) expecting
D) to be expected

2. I got my roommate _____ me to the airport.
A) to drive

B) driving

C) drive

D) driven

B.) Part II: Vocabulary
There are 15 vocabulary questions in this part. Read the questions carefully and choose the best
option.
1. It is well known that ………………in space and aviation are the leader of today's technology,
and the aircraft is the most important product of aviation.
A) improvements
C) shortcomings

B) failures
D) causes

2. It was a silly decision of the airline to let everyone .......... all at once. They should have let
the people sitting at the back get on first, then there wouldn't have been such chaos.
A) land
C) climb

B) descend
D) embark

C.) Part III: Sentence Completion
There are 10 completion questions in this part. Complete the sentences with the most appropriate
option.
1. The first person to fly as a passenger was Leon Delagrange, ……………………
A) who rode with French pilot Henri Farman from a meadow outside of Paris in
1908.
B) when he flew with Orville Wright at Kitty Hawk later that year
C) because it did not need the heavy undercarriage required for landing on hard
ground

D) but one that had nothing to do with the transportation of people
D.) Part IV: Reading Comprehension
There are 15 reading comprehension questions. Read each passage carefully and find the best
option.
Answer the following four questions according to the passage below.

The first scheduled air service began in Florida on January 1, 1914. Glenn Curtiss had designed a plane
that could take off and land on water and thus could be built larger than any plane to date, because it
did not need the heavy undercarriage required for landing on hard ground. Thomas Benoist, an auto
parts maker, decided to build such a flying boat, or seaplane, for a service across Tampa Bay called the
St. Petersburg - Tampa Air Boat Line. His first passenger was ex-St. Petersburg Mayor A.C. Pheil, who
made the 18-mile trip in 23 minutes, a considerable improvement over the two-hour trip by boat. The
single-plane service accommodated one passenger at a time, and the company charged a one-way
fare of $5. After operating two flights a day for four months, the company folded with the end of the
winter tourist season.
1. It is clearly stated in the passage that,…………………….
A) Glenn Curtiss was the firs passanger to fly
B) The first scheduled aircraft was a flying boat
C) The first return ticket fare was 5 $
D) The first scheduled plane was designed to take off and land on water

E.) Part V: Cloze Test
There are 15 cloze test questions. Choose the best option to complete the text.

The first traffic signal was invented by a railway signaling engineer. It was installed __(1)__ the Houses
of Parliament in 1868. It __(2)__ like any railway signal of the time, and was operated by gas. __(3)__,
it exploded and killed a policeman, and the accident __(4)__ further development until cars became
common. __(5)__ traffic lights are an American invention.
1.

A) outside

B) out

C) out of

D) outdoors

2.

A) resembled

B) looked

C) showed

D) seemed

3.

A) however

B) therefore

C) although

D) despite

4.

A) forbade

B) disappointed C) avoided

D) discouraged

5.

A) New

B) Recent

C) Modern

D) Late

F. Part VI: Translation
Read the sentences carefully and choose the best translation.
1. Another development of enormous importance to aviation was the invention of radio.
A) Havaciligin gelismesine en onemli katkiyi radyonun icadi sagladi
B) Havacilikta cok onemli diger bir gelisme radyonun icadi oldu.
C) Havacilik bakimindan diger bir onemli gelisme radyonun kesfi olmustur.
D) Radyonun icadi havacilik acisindan en onemli gelismedir.

IMPORTANT NOTE
1. There are 80 questions in the exam
2. Each question is 1.25 points.
3. The exam duration is 120 minutes

